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the name was the word Taos. Whisky was made here out of the native
wheat, a raw, fiery spirit, known a
"Taos lightning." It was the most
profitable article of barter with the
Indians, who exchanged their buffalo
robes and other valuable fur for a
suply of it at a tremendous sacrifice.
"At El Rlto was the last ngnt in
this section with the Indiana. This
wan with' t.h Anaches and was a
most vicious struggle. I was an express rider for military headquarters,
I traveled from Santa Fe to Trinidad
and then east Five days after the
overland mall started I would leave

Til TRAIL IS

THE ROAD TO
TOMORROW
MODERN TRAVELER OF ANCIENT
ROAD WRITES INTERESTING

LETTER TO K. C. JOURNAL

J p.

STORE

CLOSED V'VjV'

SEPTEMBER

22, 1911.

Wi
I

SATURDAY

No. 28

EVENING,

u,ii

i

S

fef

1

6:00

TO

STORE
CLOSED

10:00

Tomorrow

Tomorrow

Owing to a Jewish Holiday, our store will be closed Saturday until 6 p. m. We will open at this hour
Taos, N. M., SepL 22. The Santa headquarters with military dispatches
and remain open until 10 o'clock p. m.
Te trail did not end at Santa Fe. and overtake the overland mall on
To make these few hours especially interesting to you and busy for us. we have Increased the items
Here at Taos in the New Mexican the way, I waB paid $250 a month
for our After Supper Srle to six and extended the sale hours to a to include the entire evening.
miles from San- as express rider and in addition remountains, sixty-fiv- e
a
J25
worth
Our After Supper Sale No. 27 will start at 6 p. m, and continue until 10 p. m. with six big. unusual
ta Fe and forty miles from a railroad, ceived two rations, each
month.
attractive
some
is a quaint Mexican village of
values. Don't miss it.
and
His Estimate of Carson
3,000 inhabitants. Here the Old trail
"I knew Kit Carson, of course, very
ended. That statement of the end
of the trail may best be qualified. well. He was made great largely by
If the trailer or traveler went the General Fremont's writings. Carson
35c
23c
way that ran by Watrous and Las was not a great man. There were
Vegas and Santa Fe, he would often other hunters and trappers and In
Women's heavy fleeced Underwear, separate
A nice Tailored Suit of blue or black Cheviot,
continue up the mountain pass to dian lighters who were his equal
Worth
well
$9.00
garments, ecru only, all sizes, worth 35c
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ORDINANCE NO. 356
Section 7. Vent pipes must not
An ordinance providing rules and terminate in or lead
through chimregulations for drain laying and for ney flues, but must be carried up

making house connecUons to the sanitary sewer, and prescribing forms for
applications and returns for drain
layers laying such drains.
Be It Ordained by the City Council
of the City of Las Vegas:
Section 1. No person, firm or cor
poration carrying on or engaged in
the plumbing business shall allow his
of their name to he used by any per
son, directly or indirectly, either to
obtain a permit or permits, or to do
any work under his or their name or

inside ot the house, or supported the
same as soil pipes. AH water closet
traps shall be back air vented with
no less than two-Incpipe. All other
fixtures shall be back air vented with
tne pipe or the same size as for
DEMOCRATIC
POSSIBILITIES
waste pipes. Trap vents from two or
more fixtures must be connected at
BIG EASTERN COLLEGES
FOREIGNERS
PLAY
WHO WISH TO
least
twelve inches above the highest
FIRST GAMES OF THEIR REGof the nev
Several members
CITIZENS MUST SHOW
fixture. Vent pipes must be in
ULAR SCHEDULE.
democratio party
who
CERTIFICATE OR LANDING
creased in size for each fixture by
reside in Las Vegas are mentioned
Inch for each additional
New York, Sept 22. Football will for positions on the ticket of their
An important change in the man
fixture. Trap vents on the outside
appear on the athletic stage tomor party in the first general election for
of each building must be set In the
row to formally open the fall season state officers to be held in the new ner of making applications for citi- bond.1
Section 2. Every plumber, before line of the connection. Galvanized
of sport at the eastern colleges, In state of New Mexico. While it is zenship In the United States on the
the middle west there will be a few a conceded fact that the democratic part of foreign born persons will doing any plumbing work in a build wrought iron pipes and guaranteed
and every drain layer, before al fittings, extra heavy cast iron soil
preliminary skirmishes, but through- ticket has little likelihood of success shortly become effective, according to ing,
or laying any drain on pri pipe or lead pipe (weight extra light)
M.
H.
tering
out the south and the west generally at the polls it, will be an honor for
Anthoni, of the naturalization
the teams will not get under way for the Las Vegans to be permitted to division of the department of com- vate property, except in cases of re- may be used for ventilation.
Section 8. Each and every fixture
another week or two.
take a leading part in the losing fight merce and labor, who was here yes- pair (and repairs are to consist of
leaks
a waste pipe shall toe separ
in
waste
or
vent
on
drain,
a
soil,
having
In this section of the county the
terday
regular official visit to
Among those discussed as prom
season promises to be one of the inent candidates for places on the the office of William B. Stapp; clerk pipes), shall file with the City Clerk ately and independently trapped with
most important in the history of tho democratic ticket at the state conven of the United States district court upon proper blanks, to be provided, a a water-seaUntrap placed as near
gridiron game. The new rules this tion of that party, which will be hell It will be necessary, under the new full description of the work to be the fixture as practicable; and each
year are not very different from those in Santa Fe October 3, are the fol ruling, for persons wishing to become done, and shall do no such work with trap shall be protected from syphonof IaBt season and the early games lowing:
There would be others, naturalized to submit with their ap out a permit from the City Clerk age and air pressure by a special
vent pipe. Waste from bath tubs
will not bother the coaches much in doubtless, but the list contains plication a certificate
of . landing, authorizing the same.
and
3.
out
wash trays to be connected to
All
time
Section
the
drains
of their arrival in
shall be
trying
possibilities, as was the practically the entire membership of showing
case last year, when radical changes the party:
this country.
formed of god, hard, sound, well drum trap with trap schew not less
had been made. There will be some
The entire ruling is as follows:
AH connec- than three inches in diameter and
glazed stoneware pipe
For Governor H. B. Fergusson,
Under the act of congress approved tions of one line of drain pipe with put as close to fixtures as practic
early? contests which will be devoted John W. Poe, A. A. Jones, W.' C. Mc
more to sifting material and looking Donald, O. N. Marron, N. B.
with Y able. Trap to be accessible. Bath
Laughlln. June 29, 1906, naturalization proceed- another shall be made
over the potentialities of new mabeen
AH
have
branches
and
For Lieutenant Governor A. C. ing
drains tub and wash tub strainers shall be
placed under the juris
eighth bend.
terial.
inch.
diction
of
the
where
comM.
of
be
shall,
laid
at one and one-hal- f
Rafael
J.
department
Torres,
practicable,
Casaus,
Romero,
This year's schedule calls for mora Frank Lopez.
Section 9.
Waste pipes from
merce and labor, and New Mexico was least three feet below the grade, with
kitchen sinks In any hotel, restaur
games than ever before, that it is on
For Secretary of State Antonio included In the district having head- - a fall of not less than
the whole, but not as applied to sev- Lucero, T. J. Mabry, Felix Garcia, Quarters at Denver, Colo.
Inch to one foot, and as much more ant or other public cooking estab
eral of the bigger teams. The Uni- J S. Ascarate.
The pipes shall be put lishment, and in every dwelling
Any alien, foreign born person, who as possible.
o
versity of Pennsylvania will start
landed in the United States after that together with great care and the in- house, shall run separate to a grease
For Auditor M. M. Salazar,
the season with a game with Gettysdate, who wishes to make application terior of each length of pipe, and the trap in yard when practicable; and
Garcia, M. D. Taylor.
burg College and, as usual, will close . For Treasurer Samuel Eldodt, O. for citizenship must have declared last joint inside, are to be made per- when the same is not practicable to
the schedule by playing Cornell on N. Marron, Arthur Sellgman, L. K. his intention to become a citizen of fectly clean before the next length put in yard, a grease trap must be
Thanksgiving day.
McGaffey, J. S. Holland, C. F. Easley, the United States and after he has is laid. The backfilling shall be first placed below each sink, with water
Yale's first game will be played on J. E. Curren, Dr.
resided at least five years In the hand packed with care, then well Jacket to keep the water in grease
Joyner.
Saturday week with Holy 'Cross and
For Superintendent of Public In- United States and two years after tamped to prevent the slightest set- trap chilled.
a week later the latter will tackle struction Dr. M. P. Skeenr Antonio he made his declaration, can make tling of drain. All joints shall be Section 10. No steam exhaust,
Harvard, thus affording an early op- Lucero, Henry Gonzales.
or drip pipes shall be conapplication for citizenship to the clerk made with first class hydraulic ce- blow-of- f
portunity to compare Yale and HarFor Corporation Commissioners
of any district court.
ment. The connections below the out- nected with the house drains, soil,
vard scores against a common op- Emmit Wirt, O. L. Owen, A, B. Mc
Before making such application, or side house drain and the public waste or vent pipes within any build
game cornea Gaffey, J. A. Mohoney, Eugenlo Ro petition, as it is called, he should sewer, alley or
ponent. The
highway shall be Ings, but must discharge Into an open
early, as last year. Later Yale will mero, JoBe G. Chaves, John I. HInkle, obtain from the clerk of the court in made by a licensed drain layer. Per tank or condenser from which
line up against Brown, Princeton and Aiexander Gu8dorf( Ge0rge E. Mof-- the
county in which such person re- mits for the construction or repair of safe connection to the sewer outside
Harvard, meeting the latter at Cam fett, Edward D. Tittman,
Howell sides a blank application for a certi- private drains in or through private of building or separate sewer connec
bridge on November 25
Earnest
ficate of arrival.
This application property shall be issued by the City tion must be made.
Ainonjr the new plums on the
For Judges of the Supreme Court
Section 11. In opening the trench
should be carefully read and filled Clerk to plumbers or drain layers
schedule the biggest is the Harvard' J. H. Paxton, J, L. Lawson, John Y. out
as directed thereon licensed by the City. Plumbing in all over the sewer for the house drain
mailed
and
Princeton, .battle; to be fought at Hewitt, Summers Burkhart, G. A. to the chief of the division of natura old
buildings shall be properly trapped as little as possible ot the- trench
Princeton on November 4. They last Richardson, N. B. Laughlin, J. D. W.
at Washington, D. C, when and ventilated in accordance with the must be dug until the junction or Y
lization
met 14 years ago, when the Tigers Veeder, N. B. Field, E. V. Long.
the proper steps will be taken to se provisions of this ordinance before a In the sewer is found, unless it Is
lowered the Crimson colors. Har
For
M. cure the certificate o farrival from connection may be made to the first determined to make a new open
General E.
Attorney
vard, too, will resume relations with Dougherty, W. J Lucas, A. B. Mc- - the
ing In the sewer. The location of all
proper immigration officials. This sewer.
tha ParliHle Indians this year. In Milien, John Morrow, E. P. Bujac.
Y's
are shown on the plat book In
Is
sedvice
Section 4.
absolutely free.
Grease traps In yards
the week following the Carlisle game
For Members of Congress W. R.
the office of the City Clerk, and the
is
obtained
certificate
the
When
by
shall
be
of
constructed
earthenware.
and preceding the battle with Yale McGJll, W. B. Walton, E. C. de Baca. the division of naturalization, It will All
shall consult same begrease "traps shall have Iron cov drain layer
tha Crimson will play Dartmouth, A. H. Hudspetb, H. M. Dougherty, bo
with the ap ers, the same not to he more than six fore opening trench. Wherever In
forwarded,
together
which la always on a of tha blsareat Manual IT. ;VlirII. J. O. Hand., ,
tti opinion ot tha City Council it
plication,-tttr- n
dark of U .court inobs Ixilow jnd
Oraue trap shall
attractions an the Harvard schedule.
be necessary to make an open
until
the
held
there
be
person
and
for
small
or
buildings
ordinary
Brown, as usual, plays Harvard and
in
BROKE INTO HOUSE.
the sewer for the purpose of
ing
to
file
or
the
herself
himself
houses
not
shall
presents
be
less than
dwelling
Pennsylvania, and will close the seato same the City Clerk
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22. The of petition.
connecting
x
inches. Hotels,
eighteen by thirty-sison with a game at Providence with fice of the mounted police received
At the time of filing such petition restaurants or other cooking estab shall Issue a special permit for such
the Carlisle Indians.
word today that Mounted Policemau the prospective
should lishments shall have a grease trap not opening and no drain layer or other
applicant
The most important change In the Rafael Gomez has arrested Juan Mon-toy- a
person shall make such opening withdecla- less than . twenty-fou- r
the
clerk's
office,
to
the
bring
by thirty-si- x
Indians' schedule will be resumption
and Juan Chaves on the charge ration ot Intention and also two wit inches in size and the same Bhall be out said special permit.
of relations with Harvard, after an o." breaking into the house of Pascual
Section 12. Every water closet or
nesses, citizens of the United States set and laid to the satisfaction ot
interval of two years. In the course Villanueva and Juan Villanueva, 10 who
of water closets within a build
for the the City Council.
her
mor
group
hi
known
have
meet
of the season the Indians will
miles from Galisteo and removing
shall
be furnished with a separborne
be
should
It
ing
requisite period.
Section 5. That portion of the
Georgetown, University of Pittsburg, saddles, household goods, breaking in mind
or cistern; the flush pipe to
must house
ate
tank
that
aliens
all
they
by
drains inside of the walls and
Pennsvlvanda, Harvard, up furniture and fwritlng insulting
r
be not less than one and
have resided five years In the United
Svracuse, Johns Hopkins and Brown messages on the walla. Montoya and States and at least one year in the underneath the buildings, and three ter inch. All publio urinals must be
feet outside the area or foundation
vma nlaved
au of these Chaves were held for the action of
state in which the application is walls, shall be constructed of what supplied with a system ot continuous
teams in former years, with the ex the grand jury.
to
made, Immediately preceding the date is known as extra heavy fittings, or flushing, flush to be connected
It is stated that v the Villinueva of the petition.
ception of Lafayette.
urinal and heel on trap. Rain
feature
extra
exiron
cast
soil
wll
heavy
pipe,
Interactional games
brothers are sheep men and had been
Where persons have resided part of cept in four story buildings and un water leaders shall not be con
the season's play. Michigan will come away to their ranches. When they re
and
the
nected with the sewer system, except
the five years In one state
der, standard soil pipe may be used.
east to meet Pennsylvania, Cornell turned home they found their house
will
writ
clerk
the
another
state,
rest in
House drains shall be securely an where expressly authorized in
and Syracuse, and Syracuse will go windows broken in and their doors
Council.
be
to
the'
the
steps
City
of
by
ing
them
proper
St.
advise
chored to the walls with anchoring
west to play Ohio State and
smashed. On entering the house it
Section 13. All work shall be done
I
not less than five ' feet apart, and
Cornell, in addition to the looked as though a cyclone had taken.
Louis.
that
remembered
also
be
should
in accordance with this ordinance
It
line
will also
in
laid
of
trenches
uniform
Michigan,
with
grade,
struck it but as New Mexico is comgame
all persons must make their declara or suspended from the floor timbers and inv a workmanlike manner, and
of Chicago.
free from these Texas vis
up against the University
paratively
and' file their petitions in the
by strong iron hangers. Cleanout any owner, agent, architect, plumber,
The principal games to be played itors they were at a loss to know tions
conm which1 they actually reside, connections shall be
tomorrow
county
eastern
colleges
the
placed on the drain layer, superintendent,
among
what had really happened. A closer
the courts ex- inside of drains where
of
or
"
tractor
as
the
other
neg
'jurisdiction
person
falling,
are as' follows:
practicable,
inspection of the house revealed that tend
to person residing within the same to be accessible and to be lecting or omitting, resisting or re, vb,
only
of
Virginia
University
robbers had been at work and that
at Charlottes- vandals had also been there.
the respective countles'of their dis- not less than two inches in diameter, fusing to comply with any of the
College,
tricts; that married women' cannot Drains on soil pipes shall have a conditions, terms, regulations or re
j
ville, Va.
Valnaturalization'1 steps on their uniform fall of not less than
Lebanon
vs.
take
r
qulreemnts of this ordinance shall,
Carlisle Indians
"Did yeu sell your vote?"
a woman taking the citi
own
behalf,
conviction, be fined in a sum not
Carlisle,
upon
at
the
inch to
foot toward the
ley College,
"No siree. I voted for that fellow zenship status" of her ' husband, Bo
ot Maine vs. Fort Mo
sewer. Changes in direction shall be less than ten dollars nor more than
cause I liked him."
that a foreign woman marrying an made with Y branches and eighth one hundred dollars for each offense,
Kinley, at Orono, Me.
ne
But
understand
l
gave
you
Hampshire
American citizen becomes, through bends. Connections
Bates College vs. New
with vertical and each day's failure, neglect or re
citizen
$10."
American
an
i.
N.
mae-lageDurham,
at
her
State College,'
pipes shall be made with Y branches fusal to comply with the provisions
"Well, when a man gives you 11 0 and reversely an American born wo- and
a
rxih rolleee vs. Kenta Hill, at
T's and all drains shall of this ordinance shall be deemed
'
'taint no more'n natural to like him, man marrying a foreign born not nat- be sanitary where
separate and distinct offense, and
Waterville, Me.
exposed
practicable.
vs. Boston Col- is it?"
as hereinafter prouralized citizen, becomes, through her
Holy Cross College
Section 6. Soil pipes receiving the shall be punished
citizen or subject of the
Mass.
a
or drain layer
vided.
plumber
marriage,
Worcester,
at
Any
lege,
Middletown ."What do you think of the plot?" country of which her husband is a discharge of one or more water who violates the above provision,
Lafayette College vs.
extra
be
iron
cast
closets
shall
heavy
Pa.
asked the theater manager.
addition to the above mencitizen or subject
College, at Gettysburg,
soil pipe, except in four story build- shall in
'
or
white
Williamson,
vs.
born
persons
a
"That
Isn't
free
man
the
tioned
plot," replied
Only
penalty suffer the forfeiture
Delaware College
standard soil pipe
and
under,
ings
descent
or
who had paid 52 to see the show. persons of African nativity
of his license.
at Newark, Del.
may be used, same as specified for
vs. "That's a conspiracy."
can be naturalized.
Rhode Island State College
Section 14. When plumbing or te- drains, not less than four inches in
All iqulries on this subject should
to be
diameter, to continue full size inside palr of plumbing is required
be made to the clerks of the district
from
the
reason
of
done
complain
by
of building to the highest point of
court or to the chief naturalization
account
of
on
Officer
Health
City
to
not
a
than
and
less
roof,
height
examiner at Denver, Colo., advice bedefect or violation of orsanitary
fire
above
Inches
six
the
wall
when
xiTTi
ing entirely free of charge, tout care the roof is flat, and at least five feet dinances, such plumbing must be car
should be taken to put proper postage
above and ten feet away from any ried on under the direction of the
No matter in what way an old sore or ulcer first commenced, on all ' communications.
opening or window or the adjoining health officer and,- when completed,
whether from a wound, cut, or bruise, or from the ulceration of a wart,
All vertical soil pipes accepted by him. When sanitary in
buildings.
pimple or mole, or even if it came without apparent reason, the fact
shall be supported by pipe rests, at spection has shown the plumbing in
that it does not heal shows that bad blood is responsible for the place. FIGHTS SCHEDULED TONIGHT.
which is occupied or
"Kid" McCoy vs. "Kid" Ely, 10 least one to each foot. Soli and vent any building
While the circulation remains impure and polluted,, the nerves and
to be in a condi
been
has
pccupled,
below
rafters
shaltt)e
New
pipes
supported
York
at
tissues of the flesh around the place are constantly being fed with rounds, Smith vs. Leocitp.
which
tion
health, repairs
endangers
Houck, 6 by strong iron hangers. Standard
"Cy"
unhealthy matter and the fibres are thus prevented from knitting to- rounds, at Lancaster, Pa. .
used below rafters on or alterations of such plumbing must,
be
may
pipe
when finished, be submitted to the
gether and healing. Purify the blood and the place MUST heal, its Eddie Johnson vs. "Poe" Davis, 10 gable roofs only when one
cause having been rempved. S.S.S. cures old sores and chronic ulcers rounds at Puebla, Colo.
bends are used to reach the highest health officer for his approval.
Enacted this 18th day ot September
because it is the greatest of all blood purifiers. It removes from the
point of the roof. All Joints shall be
A.
D., 1911.
molcirculation every taint or impurity, and so enriches the blood that it
with
oakum
and run with
packed
ten lead, thoroughly calked. ConnecApproved:
feeds and nourishes the tender, sensitive flesh, causes a knitting
Foley Kidney Pills
Will reach your Individual case if you tions of lead
K D. GOODALL,
with drains and
pipes
together of all fibrous tissue and thus heals the place naturally and have any form
of kidney and bladder soil
and
Ulcers
medical advice
and
Sores
on
shall
Book
be
any
extra
made
with
Attest:
pipes
Mayor.
permanently.
trouble or urinary Irregularities. Try
CHAS. TAMME, Clerk.
desired sent free to all who write and request it. S.S.S. is sold at them. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross heavy brass ferrule and properly
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO. ATLANTA, CA.
wiped joints and chalked to Iron pipe.
Drug Co.drug stores.
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In the death of Premier Stolypin
from an . assassln't bullet the czar
has', lost his chief support and the
strongest hand that has upheld. Russian autocracy within recent years.
Since July, 1906, the one man in the
vast empire ot the Russias who in
some respects was even more power
ful than Nicholas himself, waft the
nremier. His great strength lav in
bis masterful character that rooked
no obstacle. As was demonstrated
last March, Nicholas was forced to
recognize in Stolypin the actiial'' head
of the government.
The crianler
ruled with the rod of iron and pood.
He crushed where others mightjhave
used conciliation.
to exile or to the gaUoriWJaJcarjying
out his stern measures,
He made enemies everywherelTrid his
death might have resulted 'Jrom; 'any
oue of a thousand grievances
He
stamped out the revolution and scat
tered its leaders and made 1 t safe
ostensibly lor the emperor tof phO'
his face outside of Peterhof j and
Tsarnoe selo . it was his program
io the
that brought "pacification"
eaot-Mmdr-
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MOREROOMBADLY

NEEDED AT
NORMAL
DEPARTMENTS CROWDED
AND STUDENTS TURNED
AWAY.

MANY

Dr. Frank H. Roberts, president of

the Normal University, said today
that the attendance at the school
this year is over 40 per cent In excess of that of last year. This breaks
all records. Every day Dr. Roberts
is (forced to turn students away because the school is crowded to the
In the Normal
point of overflowing.
tiaining classes 155 pupils are registered which is exactly 40 per cent
above the enrollment of last semes
ter. In the grades he has 120 this
year, as compared with 80 last year.
During the last week Dr. Roberts
turned away seven applicants for adAs these prospective stumission.
dents were from out of town their
failure to gain admittance means a
loss of $1500 to the town,, in board,
room and other necessary expenses.
Dr. Roberts has estimated that he
needs room for about 100 more students, as this year he has been
forced to turn that many away from
the school for lack of room.
A large number of out of town
boys and girls are applicants for the
seventh and eighth grades and it is
in those grades that the Normal is
particularly cramped for room. Some
of the classes are so large that there
is not a room in the building that
will accommodate them comfortably.
To fill the demand of a number of
calls for courses in history and college English, Dr. Roberts has started
two classes in these subjects. He is
still an instructor in the history, department' of Denver University and
a student completing a year's work
with him will be credited with work
for a degree' at that school. Last
year he had a class of six business
men and teachers of Las Vegas. They
all went to Denver and were Riven
credit for the work. This year the
class is composed of about 20 and
he says he can accommodate at least
half as many more, au who care
for such work should see him at
once.
The class in English is under the
Instruction of Dean Frank Caroon.
It meets on Friday afternoons and
the history class gathers on Mon
days at 4:30 o'clock. A student in
English will be given credit for his
work In the regular normal course
for a diploma. Besides these after
noon closses, Miss whitaker has a
night class that meets on every
school night except Wednesday. This
was organized only last week and
promises to he a big success. The
pupils are given a thorough course in
bookkeeping, stenography and short
hand. Any one qualified for the
work may enter this class.
.

(Cash in Advance for Mail
Subscriptions.)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. It sent otherwise we will not
De responsible for loss.
The bullet that killed' Stolypin
Specimen copies free on application. marked the third attempt upon his
he was governor ot Sara
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT life. When
tov in ' 1905 three shots were ' fired
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR.
.
at him, without effect on August
26, 1906, soon after he became pre
are guaranteed the mier, a bomb was exploded while he
Advertisers
largest dally and weekly circulation was holding a public reception at his
or my newspaper
in Northeastern
country house on Aptekarsgy Island.
Ntw Mexico.
On that occasion thirty-twpersons
were killed and many were wounded,
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1911.
among the latter being the premier's
daughter and his
son. It was an era of assassinaVIRILITY IN THE PULPIT tions.
Stolypin recognized the personal' risk he was taking- - upon as
Bishop Quay le, who will speak here
and! renext week, gives utterance to some suming the premiership
marked fioon after taking the office:
bracing and invigorating sentiments "I have no doubt
that attempts will
when he advocates greater manliness
be made upon my life, but I hope
and virility in the pulpit The bishop
that order will be restored and stabilsaid in his last Sunday's sermon that
established in Russia before they
ity
the Methodist church needs more
are successful."
(pieachers who get out vjn. the
Upon becoming premier Stolypin
bleachers occasionally and yell for
the home team big, strong, brawny outlined his policy of "strong-hande- d
men who appeal to other men and reform." Previously as minister of
do not repel them by being dignified the interior he was assailed ' in the
and "sissy" either physically or drama as a "murderer" and assas
sin" because of the cruel methods by
mentally or spiritually. The good
which he suppressed disorder. "Stoly- bishop, of course, spoke wily for his
necktie" became the popular
pin's
own
he
denomination, but
might
for the hangman's noose
synonym
have included the church universal
He was impa
in his request for a still farther de- throughout Russia.
sanc- tient of restraint and was especially
parture from the
with the duma, and, finally
timony which regards the affairs ot disgusted
this world as inconseauential when outwitted that body when4t refused
not actually Iniquitous, and he is to advance one of hla .cherished
h right
in his t contention that the projects. Upon his threat to resign
church needs more men In the pews he forced the czar to prorogue , the
and more manly men In the pulpit duma for three days, and during the
interregnum" Stolypin's project was
The former will follow the latter.
promulgated
by imperial ukase as an
Conditions have vastly Improved
in this respect, however. In the last emergency measure." He' was ruth
less in his persecution of thfe Jews
decade or two, and Bishop Quayle
and instead of extending political lib
was not so much finding fault as
erty he obliterated the ancient rights
expressing the wish that the 'good of Finland and
suppressed "Polish na
work might go on. The great troutionality.
.,....,...,! ...
ble has been that bo many preachers
stood
Stolypin
as.4he ,mogt ' con
have .failed grotesquely when they
embodiment--of
spicuous
, tyranny in
of
Some
"virile."
them
tried to be
even above Ibe , figure
Russia,
rising
were
".way
they
Imagined
breaking
of the czar hlmselt. r.Bis'was Indeed
e
from the
effeminacy when
the mailed fist and thp iron heel lhat
coarse
and
and
became
slangy
they
made an emperor?.? :do bjs bidding. AVIATOR DASHED TO
degenerated into mere pulpit prize
Grievances,
po)lflcal,
personal
out
their
opponents
.fighters, knocking
INSTANT DEATH
instead of converting them. Others sectional and national racial ad. re
"have imagined they were "manly" ligious, were, piled t upon: Mm moun
when they became merely yellow sen tain high. The won'ijee is that he "DAREDEVTL" CASTELLAN E
FELL
II
mJaiV
sationalists. They thought they were lived so long.
FLYING AT COUNTY
WHILE
"advertising' their church when they
FAIR .
Introduced brass bands and vaude
jjj
ville and worldly pursuits and amuse- JUST TRY A TEN CENT
Elmlra, N". T., Sept. - 22. "Dare-BOX OF CASCAPETS
ments. One minister the other day
devil"
Castellane, a Curttee aviator,
officiated at the Astbr-Forc- e
nuptials
r a met Instant death at the Masgiel, Pa.,
months
Insures
for
you
against
because he thought his church needfair today. He had started In an
Sick Headache, Bilioun.,mCion-tipatlo- n
ed the advertisement
exhibition flight and when three-qua- r
or
,
Still other preachers have
ters of a mile from the ground his
they were introducing virility
once
aside
Put
the
Just
Salts, machine careened, turned turtle and
into their churches when they offered
fell. Castellane wasrfound burled in
or
Oils
Cathartic
Castor
Pills,
purga
the
in
courses in manual training
waters
which jnerely force a the wreckage of his engine and plane.
form ot athletics, gymnasiums, pool tive
but His wife witnessed the fatality.
passageway
throughvtheihowels,
and billiard tables and similar entice
ments which became the veriest clap do not thoroughly .cl9ffDBefreshen
Rogers Still Flying
trap so long as the environment con and purify these tirnaiji&lmen-- j
Scranton,
Pa., Sept. 22. C. P. RodV
and
organs,
hays.
tary
of
.virile.
reveree.
to
be
the
tinues
J
is
who
ever
gers,
me
nver
tomacn.
endeavoring to fly from
upon
.anu,
The really virile minister is not
coast to coast, left Hancock, N. Y.,
inside
and
organs
your
clerical
Keep
pure
his
aside
one
who
the
lays
fresh with Cascarets, which thor- at 11:40 o'clock this morning, passed
garb on Monday morning, dons
oughly cleanse thevittaachj remove Carbondale at 12:15 and flew over
the
but
business suit and "mixes,"
man who seeks the live, worth while the undigested, sourj and fermenting Scranton at .12:40, covering the 63
food and foul gases, take the excess miles from Hancock in an hour. He
things of this world, which are al
bile from the liver and carry out of passed over the Moosic liighlandi,
where
it
in
found
be
to
places
ways
Is entirely appropriate to carry his the system all the decomposed waste 2,600 feet above the tide. Rodgers
matter and poisons in the Intestines landed on a farm two miles from
Sunday clothes and his profession.
Scranton but ascended again at 1:30
The really manly preacher is not he and hnwfiln
A Cascaret tonight wii make you o'clock.
to
whole
his
duty
who imagines it is
He passed over the West Moun
fuss around with the sewing circle feel great by morning. jThey work
while
never
sicken
tain
notch and following the DelaBleep
you
gripe,
the
and ladies' aid society during
cost only 10 cents
and
from
box
ware
Lackawanna and Western rail
on
of
sort
usher
as
a
act
and
week,
Millions lot men and road tracks, headed for Binghampton,
Sunday, piloting the people through your druggist
the vestibule of this world in their voraen take a Cascaret now and N. Y.
seats in the next The Quayle sort then and never have Headache, Bil
Fowler Still Delayed
of preacher is he never forgets that iousness, coated tongue,' indigestion,
Sour Stomach or Constipated bowels,
Colfax, Sept 22. It is not believed
he is a minister of the gospel or
man of this world, leading with the Cascarets belong in every household. that Aviator Fowler can make a fresh
Children love to take them.
start over the Sierras until tomorrow.
people and thet affairs of this world,
can
He
next
be
as well as of the
Ward Quits Race ;
"tan" along any wholesome line ahd
i X.
Lockport, N. Y., Sept 22. James P.
the more "fans" there are in the
For bowel complaint! Jn'children
lulpit the . more vigorous virility always give Chamberlain's Colic, Chol- Murphy, manager for James J. Ward,
there will be in the pews and era and Diarrhoea Remedy and castor announced today that Ward has with
oil.
is certain to effect a cure and drawn from the coast to coast aero
throughout the church. The men of when Itreduced
with water and sweetenthis world are quite as worth saving ed is pleasant to take. 'No physician plane race as a result of a tall nea
as the women", a bigger per cent of can prescribe a better remedy; For Addison today. Ward was slishtlr
hurt.
whom are already saved.
sale by all druggists,
l
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Farmer Must Pay Particular
tention to Soil and Crop.

At-

Perhaps Most Important Consideration In Connection With Moisture '
Conservation Is Plowing
Use Disk and Harrow.
.

Ex-

(By H. F. PATTERSON. Montana
periment Station.)

It is not possible for anyone to
foretell the season and it is not the
purpose of this article to try to predict the amount of rainfall during the
coming spring and summer months.
The season of 1910 was very dry in
nearly all pahs of the United States;
previous to 1910 we had a number of
very wet years. A good many authorities are ot the opinion that the
wet and the dry seasons alternate.
It is not the purpose of this article
to leave this impression, for the
writer has not access to the precipitation tables over a long enough period. He does not know whether the
coming season will be dry or wet,
but, in the event that it is dry, it is
well to be prepared for it Then, if
it should turn off wet, the extra labor
would still bring one in good returns.
To protect himself against a dry
season the farmer must pay particular attention to the method of handling the soli and to the crops that
are planted. It has been stated that
the equivalent of about seven inches
of rainfall can be stored in the soil
by proper methods of cultivation. It
this amount of water is saved and if
then there is any rainfall during the
growing season, one is Quite sure to
have good yields. If, however, the
soil is not properly prepared and
moisture has not been saved, and if
then it turns off dry, there is nothing to do but to fail.
Perhaps the most important con
sideration in connection with moisture preservation is the plowing. The
land should be plowed as early in
the spring as possible. It should be
plowed to a good depth and the plow
should be followed immediately with
the disk and the harrow. The disk
will pack down the land, fill up the
air spaces, aid in decaying the organic matter, and the harrow will
place a dust mulch over the surface.
This dust mulch will act as a cover
and prevent the evaporation of mois
ture.
Whether or not it will pay to seed
a crop upon this newly plowed land
is difficult to say. In some Instances
a
crop would give a
yield and in many Instances it would
not In order to be on the safe side
it is suggested that the land should
be summer fallowed the first season
and seeded the next fall or the next
By summer fallowing is
spring.
meant that the land hould be cultivated or harrowed after each rail,
throughout the summer. A good way
to tell whether the land needs to be
harrowed or not is to study the physical condition of the surface' soil. If
a crust has been formed do not delay
the harrowing. If a large number of
weeds have germinated and are growing, the quicker the land is harrowed
the better. The object of this sum
mer fallowing is to prevent the
evaporation of moisture.
The second consideration' that
means success or failure in a dry re
gie Is the crop that is grown. Crops
that are especially well adapted to
the dry land areas should be used.
varieties seem to
The
give the best results. There are- both
winter and spring varieties of quick'
ry maturing grains. The Turkey Red
wheat seems to be very desirable for
fall seeding.
The seed should be
sown quite early in the fall: This
will give opportunity for a good root
Then again, the fall
development
sowing permits the grain to- start
very early the nxt spring. Because
ot these characteristics Turkey Red
wheat will mature before the- dry
weather of July and August If one
is to sow, a spring-growcrop he
should also secure a variety that will
mature in as short a time as possible
and one that has a hardy root
will
growth. These characteristic
tide the plant over a dry spell and
no donbt will mature a crop.
Too much emphasis cannot be
placed upon the method' of handling
the land and in choosing the varieties of grain that are used.
quick-growin-

Doing Things
By Clear Thinking
SAVE NINE

The thought
BBlBBBSSSSSS

With a Stitch in Time

comes first.
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To knew of and use
restore
will feed and
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The better the brain,

g

The better the thought,
The better the achievement.
'
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upon it.

for
There is a food, Grape-Nuts- ,
the particular puryose of restoring
weakened nerves or fained brain to
health and strength.
A business man. of Raltimore, who
made the trial says:
"Tyro years ago my health had become so seriously Impaired it was
impossible for me to attend to busiAt the least exertion my
ness.
nerves would give way and the condition of my system allowed me little
or no rest or sleep at night. Stomach trouble soon followed and I could
take no solid food. I tried the best
tonics and medicines but they all

-

A good working brain is built up from food
which contains the things brain is made of.

GrapeNuts

failed.

FOOD

well-balance-

body

d1

.

was re
food
"Finally Grape-Nut- s
commended and after using it for 10
days I began to feel its good results
and at the end of three months 1
was again a well man nerves restored to their normal condition, strentgh
renewed, and I was able to do any
amount of both mental and physical
work without feeling unduly fatigued.
built up my
"I know Grape-Nut- s
brain and nerves and still keep them
strong and vigorous Just exactly as
food builds up muscles or fat, for instance, and I am glad to have learned
Name given
this valuable lesson.'
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Trial 10 days proves things when
Grape-Nut- s
food is used. "There's a
Reason."
Look in pkgs, for the famous little
book, "The Road to Wellville."

is skilfully and scientifically prepared from wheat
and barley and contains the "vital" phosphate of
potash essential in building up a

that

food

brain and
nerves before fIItM nervous troubles
end in complete nervous protratlon
is wise, for unless proor brain-foper fooil Is supplied daily it is
to expact the nervous
system to answer the demands made

-

T

a

and brain.

"There's a Reason"
FOR

Grape-N.u- ts
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Greek, Mich.

Subscribe for the OPTIC and jet
all the latest news.

g

"The Most Up To Date House In Town

quick-growin- g
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Humus In Orchard Soft
The humus loosens the soft particles
which in turn Increases its water capacity. The humus is essential for
the growth of the beneficial bacteria
In the solL One of the most important
parts that a cover crop plays is its
ability to change chemically the compounds of the soil and put them in an
available form for the trees. The
clover crop gathers, digests and turns
over to the trees the plant food which
It has stored.
Nitrate of Soda for Vegetables.
Lay in a supply of nitrate of soda
for use on the early vegetables to
stimulate them. Its use is indicated
for beans, pease, radishes, onions and
lettuce. Give it in solution, one
ounce to .two gallons of water, applied
half a pint to a plant if large or a
foot of row, .if small, applied in a drill
made along ' the rows, and covered
with dry soil for a mulch.
Cultivating the 8oII.
Keep the surface of the soil as loose
and fine as possible and the soil will
not lose moisture by evaporation. A
good hoeing is often beneficial as
a (rood rain in dry weather.
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BAGHARAGH'S
For 'Saturday Night and Mpndy we offer four special
values well worthy of strong consideration. Satisfaction is
JV;':i
with a smile.
returned
or
guaranteed
your money
Sampson Gal

10

IP Cloth

13c per yard

yards of good
31 inch

'

69c

tion,'

13c per yard
BHHMSaUSSBl

All Sizes
.
.'

Gastaneda
Hotel

Out-

Your choice of our complete stock of
outings just received for fall and winter
1911-1- 2
buy as much as you want at

i

In a tine lisle hose
made by one of the
best houses

the

in

business, our special
price per pair

35c

10c per yard

mm

'
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Special Amoskeag
ing Flannel

THE

Opposite

Hose

l--

No. 1921

only

' r

A good strong serviceable wash fabric
and 20c A fine asalways sold at 17
sortment of patterns ready for your inspec-

Percale
all colors

Ladies' 50c

STORE OF QUALITY
Opposite

Castaneda

E.LASVEGAS.
..

n.m:

Hotel"
?
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PERSONALS

The Prescriptionist

W. Hanirgt

SILENCER
OFFICERS TO GIVE INVENTION
THOROUGH TEST AT 3 ANDY
HOOK.

A

H

TRUSTED EMPLOYE
FALLS

GRACE

JIM

SUPERINTENDENT
MONEY
OF
ORDERS OF DENVER OFFICE
ACCUSED OF THEFT
Denver, Sept. 22. Charged with
of funds sent to
misappropriation
the office from substations and outside offices, Joseph P. . Havlick, for
fifteen years superintendent of the
money order division of the Denver
postoffloe was arrested today on complaint of Postofflce Inspector W. E.
Cochran. The amount of shortage
will not be known until a complete
check of Havlick's books has been
made.
CANADIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS.
Montreal, Sept. 22. If number and
high class of entries count fpr anything, then some record breaking
performances may be looked for at
the 28th annual track and field cham
pionships, of the Canadian A. A. U.,
which are to take place in Montreal
tomorrow afternoon. The cream of
the Dominion athletics are entered
in the various events, and an international flavor will be given the meeting by the participation of a number
of star performer of New Vork and
New England.
The championship events will include the following: 100 yards, 220
yards, 440 yards, 880 yards, mile, five
miles, 3 mile walk, pole vault, running high Jump, broad Jump; hop,
hammer
skip and jump,
weight tjhrow for
throw,,
shot,
distance, putting the
throwing the discus and the 120 yard

f.

The ranking ordnance.' officers of
the United States army are preparing to give Hiram Peey Maxim's
latest military invention a thorough
test at the government proving
A. McCready, traveling enginere for grounds at Sandy Hook.
Not long
New .Mexico division of the Santa Fe, ago Maxim perfected a "silencer", for
small arms; now he has gone a step
arrived last night from Raton.
J. J. Fuss,, a miller in Cleveland, further and claims that this siN. M., came in today to deliver his lencer can be used with equal effect
on three-incfield guns and even on
flour to local commission houses.
of larger calibre. These tests
guns
Adolfo Perea left this afternoon for
will be the first of the kind ever held.
Los Angeles where he will attend
At
tests before government
Isaacs College, during the coming officialsprivate
the Invention is said to have
year.
worked admirably, the report of the
Mr. end Mrs. Manuel D. A. Maes gun being
scarcely audible even to
are in Las Vegas from their home In those standing around it It the tests
Gonzales.
They arrived yesterday af- show that Mr. Maxim's invention Is
ternoon.
really what Is claimed for it, its
Mrs. G. A. Rothgeb accompanied adoption will be recommended to the
by heR.- - tw granddaughters, left thin war department and If satisfactory
afternoon for Dallas, Tex., on a visit financial arrangements can be made
with the Inventor for the purchase of
to relative.
his patent in a short time the "sicame
in
from
his
H,4J,,TpmpkIns
lencer"
will be part of the equiphome in Albuquerque to look after
some business affairs. He is a promi- ment of every field battery in the
service.
nent liveryman.
Captain Fenton, an aide to General
George A. Fleming in company Frederick D.
Grant, said recently:
with Qeor. Sandsteel of Chicago today
"If the tests prove satisfactory I
drove ou on the mesa to see the believe the 'silencer will
prove an
dry farming land. .
Important device. The Invention of
Carl I .Chase of the L. C. Chase smokeless powder made definite loca
s tion of batteries
typewriter company is in Las
in action more dlf
from his home in Denver in the ficult.' Still the enemy is able to deinterests of his firm.
termine pretty well their . location
County Commissioner Roman Galle-go-s by the sound of the) firing. Now, If
arrived from San Jose yester- this device of Maxim's is able to abday afternoon to attend the republi- sorb all sound, the task of an enemy
in finding a battery which is shelling
can convention tomorrow.
Mrs. and Miss English who have him will be greatly increased, and.
been the guests of Mrs. S. B. Flint with the long range firing of the
for several weeks, returned this af- present time, it may become a questernoon to their home in Alva, 6kla. tion as to whether a battery can be
definitely placed at all. That quesB. E. Johnson the land man, drove tion could
only be decided by other
a party of .Kansas farmers who are practical tests. At any rate, if the
here to look over the dry farming 'silencer' silences, the artilleryman
lands up the canyon today to show of today will have an easy time of it
them the beautiful scenery and other compared to his predecessors In the
things of interest north of Las Ve civil war."
gas.
Among the officers who will watch
(be teste are Colonel slrnle, oommanr
Yesterday , afternoon at the close der of the proving grounds; Colonel
of school at the Normal the five In Mitcham, TJ. S. A., chief ordnance of
dians of the Santa Clara Pueblo who ficer at Governor's Island, and Major
'
are attending the W. C. T. V. con Hotter, V. S. A.
an
before
vention appeared
assembly
to make an offer of a valuable prize
to be given to the student of the Nor
mal who writes the best essay on the
Santa Clara Indians. This offer is a
standing one for years to come and
A
will do much to encourage the study
amuseFor
races.
the
of the ancient
ment of the pupils two of the In
dians who were dressed in native
costume ave a real blood curdling
war dance.
WOMEN RAISE. $1,648.15 FOR SEMIINSTITUTION
CHARITABLE
HELP ,
WITH CITIZENS
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Tour modern houses
Cutler Bros.
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one
THERE is only
Hollars'
worth in America than

4 pairs of a&Sto
$1.00. and that is our
2iS5 Value of 3 pairs to one box;
Special
mem
Single pair 35 cts. We recommend
In
market.
fit,
above any 35c stockings on the

for

finish and appearance they are perfection,
and have the same broad guarantee as pro
You uo not nave
nto oil km$2. about
their wear
to take any chance
n
ing quality. Uo you Know
g- that
any other 35c stockincombines style, fit, finish and
of
appearance, with- a guarantee
A

t

.
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MAKES

SUCCESSFUL

Loofciat this
19 wmm

primary being to elect twenty-fiv- e
.
to the republican
(25) delegates
county convention of San Miguel
IN
SERVICES
EMPLE t,MONTE-FIOR- county which will be held at the
court house of said county for the
TONIGHT AND
of selecting delegates to the
) purpose
republican territorial convention.
The said primary will also transact
Rosh Hashcmah, the New Tear's
other business proper to come
any
Day of the Jewish faith, marking the
before
,
It
?the
of
5672,
Jewish
year
beginning
All republican voters of said pre.
falls on tcTihorrow, the observance
of the day beginning tonight at sun- cinct are earnestly urged to be pres.'
down, and continuing through (Satur- ent
or
i
oraer
tsy
the
committee,
Jews
orthodox
The
day.
J. S. DUNCAN, Chairman
will also observe the "second day,"
Sunday, September 24.
Albino Baca and Jose G. Alarcon,
Congregation Montefiore- - of Las
to the county convention
delegates
Vegas has 'completed arrangements
for a complete observance of not from Tecolotito, arrived today. They
only the new year season but also are the first of the delegates to ai
,
of the Day of Atonement, which be rive.
gins at sundown of Sunday, October
1, and continues until sundown of
the day following, Monday.
The services will be held in the
temple aud instead of a rabbi comNew One-piec- e
Dresses
ing from outside the congregation
best Serge
made of
has Invited Ludwig llfeld to conduct
the service, and he has consented to and Messaline
in
act as cantor or reader. Mr. llfeld
all leading shades
for a number of rears filled this position with the local congregation In
Ladies', Misses and
the' absence of a rabbi to hold the
Children's
Coats and
services.
The first service will be held to
night when the ; New Year begins.
Another service will be held SaturPlain and Changeable
day morning, New Year's Day, at 10 Messaline Satins in all
o'clock.
colors
Orthodox Jews also set aside a few
days for penitential prayers, called
Selihot, before the New Year's Day.
Belding's Yard-wid- e
beThe Day of Atonement which
Guaranteed
gins at sundown of Monday, October
1, is the most sacred day In the
Ready-to-we- ar
Jewish calendar and it is always obHats
served most faithfully. On that day
e
service will begin at Come and
the
see the new things
sundown. This is the most musicaV
whether
rltuaL
service in the Jewish
you wish to
All these services will be attended
buy or not
by members of all Jewish families of
Las Vegas.
s
The Jewish New Year is the most
gladsome time .of the year. After
the solemn service on the evening of
Phone Main 104
Friday and the morning of Saturday
the Hebrew greeting ia heard on all
sides, signifying "a good year," or
Mayeat thoU, be dnscibed (In the
Book of Iifiaj tor & good year."
On New Year's Day, tomorrow, and
on the Day of Atonement, Monday,
October 2, the stores of all adherNEIGHBORS and FELLOW
ents of the Jewish faith In the city
CITIZENS
will he closed.
All the services are open to the
public and visitors will be welcomed
We are located at 523

CAMPAIGN

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

rent.
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HOSPITAL

. .rani- .?
wuu

'

ROSEN WALD &

OUR CHINA

Splendidly successful was the cam
paign of the board of directors of the
Lae Vegas hospital for fundi with
which to wipe out the debts outstand
Ing against this meritorious' InBtltu
tion. The women who worked so
hard to help the hospital succeeded
The people of
in raising . $1,648.15.
the city responded liberally . to the
call of the institution. .. A magnlfl
cent donation was given by the Masonic oodles of the city who .'agreed
to furnish completely one room . In
the hospital. The members ,of the
hospital board are aprpeciative of the
assistance given them, as is shown
by the following communWljion
which they have requested The Op
tic to publish:
The hoard of directors of the Las
Vegas Hospital takes this method of
extending its appreciation and thanks
to those who contributed to the funds
recently raised for hospital purposes.
The contributions were not grudging
free-wily made, hut were all liberal
the
public spirited and
offerings by
generous people of Las Vegas, In aid
of a charity which comes witn
helping hand to the sick and disabled
in the hour of extreme need.
A proper recognition of the con
tinuous aid and liberality of some of
our business lnrsitutions, requires us
to say that the Agua Pura company
has for long years continuously donated the water and ice at the building without charge. The Telephone
company has given its service free.
The Daily Optic has heen more than
generous in its services In aid of the
hospital and its work.
The total sum contributed la
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REPUBLICAN PRIMARY
of the republican voters
No. 23 of San ""Miguel
New Mexico,
called
all In the City
City
Vegas, New Mexico, at 8 o'

for a visit with friends in Albuquer

Herman C. llfeld returned last
ngiht from a business trip to Albuquerque.
Gabriel Chacon of Santa Rosa was
in Las Vegas yesterday on a business trip.
R. M. Patterson of Trinidad arrived
here this afternoon and Is registered
at the Castaneda.

SEPTEMBER

AiirmriRi I'nnvi iriirioii nrnni r Ma primary
liicnibttrt audi i jew ion ymyll of Precinct
county.
at the
TO ADOPT HIE
CELEBRATE lotto meet
Las

in Isleta this morning on business.
Mrs. Dora Bruce left this afternoon

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Too may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

arrived from his home

FRIDAY,

Lincoln

603

Up-to-d- ate

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

vc

:

Stylish and

WILL DOLL BUILDING

-

RETAIL PRICES

" 2)00

lb, or More, Each Delivery
lbs. to 2,000 Iba, Each Delivery
200 lb, to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
60 (be. to 200 Iba
Each Delivery
Lees Than 60 Iba, Each Delivery

'

20o per 10 Ibo.
25o per 100 lb.
SOo per 100 Iba.
40o per 100 Iba.
SOo per 100 Iba.

1,000

-

PUM

AGUA

Satin
Street

COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
.

Kol-Nidr-

GROSS, HELL

Hoffman &
Graubarth

r

Y & CO.

(Inooporatod)

.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Doalo

WOOL. HIDES

,

FRIENDS

BAIN
;

In

and PELTS

VEH1CLES--K

WAGONS-RAC- INE

.1

... SEVEN HOUSES
t

-

'

Sixth Street.
We want your business
and will SUIT you or
"bust a name-strintryi-

Under the direction of .George
Ward, steward of the New Mexico
Hospital for the Insane, the Inmates
of that institution are making ex
tensive improvements to the Hot
ng'
'
Springs boulevard. In the vicinity
Let us hear from you. ;
of the Institution they have nauiea
large quantities of earth and cinders
The Parisian Dry Cleaners
with which they have built up the
level of tbe road. The thoroughfare
is to be arched in order that the
storm water may be carried Quickly
to the ' gutters. A ditch , has been
built from the river for tho express
purpose' of watering the trees which
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
have been set out on each side of
the road. , Mr, Ward says in 20 years Batlmataa Furnished on All Kindt of 1
the boulevard will be the center of
Building Job Work a Specialty.
an arched, avenue of trees; that will Phone Main 836.
Opposite Optla
furnish' a j beautiful driveway. He
'
hopes " the authorities of the West
side or the county will extend the
ditch line from the asylum's south
boundary line and continue the trees
to the business portion of West Las
Capital Paid in
Vegas.

East Las "eg&s, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M, '
!
Kowe, JM. JV1., fecos, If. M.,
Corona, N.
Trinidad, Colorado
'

-

...
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W RANSLEV
? Sizes 12 t IS In

ALWYN

Sizes

Fkont2KIn.
(

,

m In.

12 toI9&In.
2XIn.

Front
Back

I

In.

ALTMORE
Sizes
to lexiu.
Front IX In

ANGOLA
Sizes IIX to I8XIn.
FndntIXIn.

1

Back

I

Back IK In.

A In.

Victor Brand Waterproof Collars and Cuffi;,LKhold Brand Water
proof Collars and Cuffs; National Brand Waterproof Collars and
CutTi. " All styles. ,
Las Vegas,
, .. Distributors

Frank Revell,

N. M.

S1'mW

Aft
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Surplus
.1

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

FOR CONSTIPATION.

i

that Does Not Cost Any
thing Unless Is Satisfies.
The active medicinal ingredients of
Rexall Orderlies, which Is odorless,
tasteles and colorless, !s an' entirely
new discovery. Combined with other
extremely valuable ingredients, it
forms a perfect bowel regulator, In
teslnal lnvigorator and strengthener.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like candy,
and are notable for their agreeable-nes- s
to the palate and gentleness of
action. They do not cause griping or
any disagreeable effect or inconveni
ence.
Unlike other reparations Tor a
like purpose,, they ao not create
hahit, but instead they overcome the
cause of habit acquired through the
'
use' of ordinary laxatives, cathartics
and harsh physic, and permanently re
move the cause of constipation or ir
regular bowel action.
We will refund your money without argument if they do not do as we
Again we extend thanks to one and say they.twlll. Three sizes, 50c. 25c
and 10e? Sold only at our store The
all.
Rexall "Store, E. O. Murphey, corner
LAS VEGAS
DIRECTORS
Sixth street and Douglas avenue.
A Medicine

ll
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M. CUNNINQHAM, President
PDANK SPBINOEB. Vloa President
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D. T. HOSKWS.

Cihlor

VEGAS

Interest ,p.id on Time Deposits

:

,

io A!
care of the pennies and the dollars willtake
"'care of themselves" is just as trite now as ever. You
"'qan't "mind your savings" by tucking them away in'some
qbcure corner. What is needed is
.,

5

?
!

A SAVINGS DANK

liki'this one. It's at your disposal to depositeither dimes
e
br dollars. The savings habit leads on and up to the
of wealthdom. The habit grows and the sensation Js
9 pleasing one.
pal-ac-

rt :'

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

-
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Estray Advertliament
Ettray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
demay concern that the following
may concern that the following described estray animal waa taken up by scribed
estray animal was taken up by
Fred Valdez, Cimarron, N. M.
One. bay colt, 700 lbs 14 John W Dovidhlsar, East Las Vegas,

SEPTEMBER 22, .1911.

MEN:

LABOR NOTES

HE

LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND

SHORT ORDERS

AND REGULAR

CAFE

DINNERS

:
For tender face and neck after shav-GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
THE
BEST
Ing, for pimples, black heads, dandruff
N. M.'
Forty-fou- r
states have adopted an or any akin or scalp disease use
One sorrel
I 1
8 years
Branded
for
I years old. 550 lbs., fourhorse,
limit
the employment of chil- ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP.
ago
On left shoulder
Infoot four
ZEMO Is guaranteed to relieve ail
una
to
unknown
Said animal being
dren.
SOCIETY AND
ches high.
soreness
Board, unless claimed by owner oa or
and Itching. The soap is
Branded
s
of
teach
The
school
average
"l
wage
10
'
date
said
I
I
being
before Oct. 6. 1911,
On left hip
ers has more than doubled In the part of the treatment, best for all
day after last appearance of this adSaid animal being unknown to una
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. of
toilet purposes.
brothers always
elrome to the
sold
will
be
past ten years.
vertisement, said estray
unless claimed by owner on or
W. O Wood.
saohelD
by this Board for the benefit of the Board,
A. M. Regular comDuring the last two years the In
wigwam.
before Oct 5, 1911, said date being 10 ternational Brotherhood of Stationary
owner when found.
and
David
chief
of
ax
first
munication
records
Flint,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
pdays after last appearance of this ad
Firemen has gained 9,900 members.
CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
third Thursday in each
collector oi wampum.
Albuquerque, N. M.
vertUement. said estray will be sold
Ga.,
Organized labor in Atlanta,
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floor. The fall was so unexpected, and
my escape from injury so narrow, that
I lay almost stunned, staring up help
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proves to do Major Brennan, a Federal evidently feels Justified in taking the
officer whom the Union girl recognizes. case out from the usual channels, and
He orders the arrest of
as a spy.
I
The girl protests and saysWayne
she will appeal in using most drastic measures.
to General Sheridan.
am sorry to bring you such news,
CHAPTER X.
held prisoner in especially as I believe the charges
a copse, sees filesWayne
are largely concocted in the brain of
of Confederates
the road at a distance and knows pass
that him who makes them, and have but
Craig has delivered the message.
the thinnest circumstantial evidence
CHAPTER XI. The
la brought
to sustain them. Yet Sheridan Is
before General Sheridancaptive
who refuses to
set him free unless he reveals the secret thoroughly convinced, and will brook
message.
no interference. The discussion of the
CHAPTER
Is led case has already led to his using exWayne
to understand that the woman he admires tremely harsh words to his chief of
Is Edith Brennan, wife of the Federal officer, who hates him. Ha Is given the staff."
choice of revealing the Lee message
or
"I am to be shot, then?"
of being shot as a spy.
His hand closed warmly over mine.
"While there Is life there Is always
hope," he answered. "Surely it must
be in your power to prove the nature
(Continued from Yesterday)
of your mission within our lines, and
the delay thus gained will enable us
Tired as I was from the Intense to learn and meet these more serious
hours, allegations."
strain of the past thirty-si"If I but had time to communicate
even my anxious thoughts were insufLee."
ficient to keep me awake. Feeling with General
now is there no one, no way
"But
I
alon
the
wall,
my way cautiously
came at last to a wide wooden bench, by which such representation can be
If not full proot
and stretching my form at full length given this very day ?then
sufficient, at
upon it, pillowed my head on one of your innocence,
cause
the
to
necessary
delay?"
sound
was
least,
almost
instantly
and
arm,
I shook my head. "I know of nothasleep.
"When I awoke, sore from my hard ing other than my own unsupported
word," I answered shortly, "and that
and stiffened by the uncom
is evidently of no value as against
I
which
it
in
lay,
fortable position
was broad daylight That the morn- Major Brennan's secret insinuations.
When is the hour set?"
ing was, indeed, well advanced I
"I am not positive that final de!new from the single ray of sunlight
cision
has yet been reached, but I
a
grated
streamed
la
through
.which
mentioned.
'window high up in the wall opposite heard daybreak
early movement
me and fell like a bar of gold across The probability of anexcuse
the
urged for
the rough stone floor. I was alone. of our troops ishaste."
such
unseemly
the
of
night
dark
In
previous
the
Even
I remained silent for a moment,
I had discovered the sole pretence to conscious
only of his kindly eyes readIf urnlture In the place. The room Itself
face.
almost
and
my
a
be
ing
to
large
iprored
"Mrs. Brennan," I asked finally, reIsiquare apartment, probably during the
I
ordinary occupancy of the house a re- curring to the one thought in which
ceptacle for wood or garden produce, retained deep interest, "does she still
(but nowj peculiarly well adapted to remain in the camp?"
"She was with the Major at headhe safeguarding of prisoners.
The solid stone walls were of suf- quarters this morning. I believe they
ficient height to afford no chance of; breakfasted with the General, but I
reaching the great oak girders that was on duty so late last night that
supported tne lioor anove, even n&u I overslept, and thus missed the pleasthe doing so offered a favorable open-.in- ure of meeting her again."
We talked for some time longer,
for escape. There were, apparent-'ly- ,
but three openings of any kind,1 and he continued to urge me for
the outside window through which some further word, but I could give
the sunlight streamed, protected by him none, and finally the kindly fellow
thick bars of Iron; a second opening, departed, promising to see me again
'quite narrow, and likewise protected within a few hours. Greatly as I now
it was, never,by a heavy metal grating; and the valued his friendship,
theless, a relief to be alone with my
tightly locked door by means of 1which
conthoughts once more.
I had entered. The second,
was
It
closely,
after
inspecting
cluded,
CHAPTER XIII.
a mere air passage leading Into some
other division of the cellar. I noted
A Strange Way Out.
these openings idly, and with scarceCaton came in once more about the
ly a thought as to the possibility of
. escape.
I had awakened with strange middle of the afternoon, bringing me
Indifference as to what my fate might some blankets; but he had
be. Such a feeling was not natural and his boyish face was a picture of
to me, but the fierce emotions of the
as he wrung my hand goodpreceding night had seemingly robbed pathos
me of all my usual buoyancy of hope. bye. Sheridan, he said, had gone
that Mrs. down the lines, and both Brennan and
It one sense I yet trusted
and himself were underwders to follow In
her
pledge
would
keep
Brennan
she another hour. What instructions, if
if
even
tell her story to Sheridan;
case
failed to do this, and left me to face any, had been left regarding my the
he could not say, but he feared
made
it
then
the
or
rope,
rifles
the
be worst from the unusual secrecy. Sherbut small odds how soon it should
idan expected to return to his headIn
the
me
over. If she cared for
me quarters that same evening, as the
not
let
would
she
slightest degree
officers of his staff were to give a
die unjustly, and to my mind then
life.
all
of
grand ball.
centre
the
she had become
I felt no inclination to partake of
of
matter
a
is
largely
Despondency
rudo supper left me, and Just bethe
still
was
I
and
physical condition,
dark I was lying upon the bench
fore
sufficiently fagged to be in the depths,
wondering if that was to prove
when the door opened suddenly, and idly
the last vestige of daylight I should
an ordinary army ration was placed ever behold
in this world, when, withit
within. The soldier who brought
t
warnlosr. the heavy iron
out
to
did joot sneak, nor did I. attempt,
n
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As I gated,

to

Be Shot, Then?"

a face framed Itself in

this narrow opening, and two wary
eyes peered cautiously down at me.
There was no mistaking that countenance even in the fast waning light,
and I instantly sat up with an exclamation of surprise. .
"Jed Bungay, as I live!"
The puzzled face broke into a grin
of delight.
"Holy smoke, Cap," he ejaculated,
with a deep sigh of relief, "Is thet you,
suah? I wus so durned skeered I'd
made a mess o' it whin thet thar iron
drapped thet I near died. Wbut be
they a goin' ter dew with ye?"
"t have every reason to believe it is
tH'-'purpose to shoot me at
day-liifR-

"Shoot? Hell!" He stared at me as
if hp had Just heard his own death

SEPTEMBER

It was a narrow squeeze for a man
of my size, yet I crept through with-

out great difficulty, and found myself
in the- - dense darkness ot a room
which, as I Judged nastily from feel-loabout me, was similar in shape
and extent to the one In which I had
been confined. Bungay, however, permitted me little time for exploration.
Grasping me firmly by the arm, and
feeling his way along the wall he
groped across to the other side.
"There's a mighty big stone chimbly
comes down yere. Cap," he whispered.
"An' ther openin' ter take out soot an'
ashes is up thar, Jiat , blow ther
fluer. It's a sheet-Iro- n
pan, I reckon,
ther way it feels; an' it must be thar
they put a nigger in ter clean ther
chimbly whin it gits stuffed up. I
could git up thar alone, but I couldn
do no work, but thet thar pan ought
ter cum out all right Dew ye think
ye cud hoi' me up. Cap? I'm purty
durn heavy."
I smiled in th darkness at the little fellow's egotism, and lifting him as
I might a child, poised him lightly
upon my shoulder. He struggled a
moment to steady himself against the
wall, and then I could feel him tugging eagerly at something which appeared to yield slowly to his efforts
g

as he worked, a dense shower of dust
and soot caused me to close my eyes.
"She's a comin' all right,'' be said,
sheerfully, puffing with his exertions,
"but I reckon as how this chimbly
ain't bin cleaned out since ther war
begun. Hold np yer right ban'. Cap,
in' git a blame good grip on ner, fer
she's almighty full, an'll wanter go
lown sorter easy like."
I did as he suggested, bracing my-teto meet bis movements, as he
itood straining on my shoulders, and
In another moment I had succeeded
In lowering the large sheet-Iro- n
pan
silently to the floor.
"Room 'nough yere fer two men ter
sncet," chuckled my companion, in
rare delight. "'The chief in silence
strode before.' Yere goes."
His weight left my shoulders; there
was a slight scramble, another shower
of dirt, then the sound of his voice
lf

b,

"No," "said the cavalryman, gruffly,
and apparently in rply to some previous "question, "the fellow was most
devilish obstinate; wouldn't tell 'the
first' thlng; even a threat of .treating him as a spy and hanging him
outright proved of no avail But
Sheridan's theory is that Lee has ordered Longstreet to hit our rear,
while he makes a direct attack in
front That's why the 'old man' proposes to get in his. work first, and
we march at daylight to form connection with Hancock. By .Jove,
Chesley, but that woman in black over
there with Follansbee is the handsomest picture I've seen south of the line.
Mark how her eyes sparkle, and how
prettily the light gleasas in ber hair.
Who is she, do you chance to know?"
"Yes," lisped the other, languidly,
"met her at breakfast headquarters,
this morning. Deuced pretty and all
that mighty good style, too, but taken,
old man. She's Brennan's."
"What! not Major Brennan?" in surprise. "Why, he's always posed as a
bachelor among our fellows." :
"Don't know anything about that
dear boy," indifferently, "but the lady
came In with him yesterday, was introduced to the crowd of us as Mrs.
Brennan, and he called her Edith.
Deuced nice name, Edith. As Bren-
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sentence pronounced, and his little
piiiucd face looked ghastly in the dim
lUht. "Shoot ye? Good Lord, Cap,
wiiut fer? Ye ain't done nothin' as once) more.
J knows on, 'cept ter
"Lift up yer ban's, Cap; dig in yer
scrap a bit with
tbet blasted Yank, an' sure thet's no toes on ther stones, an' we'll begin
shootin' matter, er else I'd a bin a our vl'ge."
He grasped my wrists with a
goner long ago."
"That 'Yank' has seen fit to charge strength which L had no conception
me with being a spy; and as I was the little fellow possessed. There was
fooKs'a enough to Insult General Sher- a moment's breathless struggle, and
idan last night, my fate is probably I squirmed through the opening, and
sealed."
lay panting on the flat slabs which
This somewhat complex statement composed the foot of the great funnel.
seemed to be too much for Jed to To afford me more room Bungr.y hud
gone up a little, finding
grasp promptly.
"Gosh, ye don't say!" he muttered. upon the uneven stones of which the
"Then, durn it, I'm in luck, fer all chimney was constructed. For a moat ment we rested thus motionlens, both
they've got agin me Is
a nigger soger up In ther mountings; breathing heavily and listening to the
en thet ain't much, 'cause I didn't hit music and shuffling of feet now aLiiost
'
upon a level with our heads.
ther durned cuss.''
The noise, which was strong and
Jed was carefully covering every
inch of exposed wall with his little
shrewd, glinting eyes.
."Ain't much ihow ( work ont o'
yere, is thar, Cap?" he asked at last
reflectively; "leastwise I don't see
none, 'leBs them thar dark corners hes
got holes in 'em."
"The wall is entirely solid."
"So I sorter reckoned. But if ye'll
crawl through yere inter my boodour,
thar's a place whar I reckon ther
tew of us tergether mought make a
try fer it. It's too durn high up fer
me ter git at alone. I reckon, Cap,
if ye cud manage ter git out o yere
ternight, an' take some news ter Lee
thet I've picked up, he'd 'bout make
both of us ginerals."
"News for Lee?" I exclaimed, staring eagerly at him through the now
darkened room. "Do you mean it?
What news?"
"Thought maybe thet wud wake ye
up," he chuckled. "This yere's gospel
truth: Sheridan hes started his in"Jed Bungay, as I Live!"
e
march fer
fantry on a
Ther first division left et continuous, rendered discovery from
three o'clock, an' thar won't be nary any misstep highly Improbable, and as
Yank loafin' on ther valley by noon delay was dangerous neither of us was
termorrow. An' more," he added rapid- disposed to linger long.
"Be ye all ready, Cap?" questioned
ly, his eyes dancing wildly with suppressed excitement, "Hancock is a Bungay, bending his head down. "Fer
swingin' of his corps west ter meet If ye be, I'm a goin' up."
'em thar, an' I reckon, as how thar'll I "All right," I answered, struggling
be hell fer sartln up ther Shenandoah to my knees in the narrow space;
in less ner a week."
"only take it slow, Jed. I'm a trifle
"But how do you know all this?" I bigger man than you, and this is
questioned Incredulously, as the whole rather close quarters."
scene and Its dread possibilities un"WaL yes, maybe a matter of a
rolled before my mental vision.
poun' ertwo," be retorted, and the next
"Ther nigger I held up hed a de- moment I could hear him scraping
spatch fer Helntzelman over on ther his waytupward, feeling for foothold
left, an' then Mariar she sorter upon the Irregular layers of stone. I
pumped a young fule staff officer fer followed, pressing my knees firmly
ther rest o' it," he replied promptly, against the rough wall, and trusting
"Oh, it's a sure go, Cap, an' I reckon more to my hands than feet for seat how maybe Lee's whole army hangs curity against falling. There was
on one of us glttin' ojut o' yere ter- evidently a fireplace of some kind on
the first floor, with a considerable
night."
That he meant every word he spoke opening leading from it into the chim
I felt convinced, and his enthusiasm ney we were scaling, for as Jed slow
was contagious. My blood leaped ly passed, I could perceive a sudden
within me at this call to action; all gleam of light streaming across his
lethargy fled, and with it every dead- face from the glare of the lamps with'
ening thought of her who had so sud- in. He glanced anxiously that way,
denly woven about me the meshes of but did not pause in his steady climb
her power. False or true, maid, wife, upward.
A moment later I came opposite
or widow, my duty as a soldier to my
commander and the army to which I that same beam of radiance, and
belonged, blotted out all else. Even cautiously peered down the sloped
as this new rush of determination opening that led to the disused fireswept over me, above us there place. All I could perceive was a
sounded clearly the dashing music of pair of legs, evidently those of a cav
a military band in the strains of a alry officer, Judging from the broad
Strauss's waltz, and we could dis- yellow stripe down the seam of the
trousers, and the high boots
tinguish the muffled shuffling of many light-blu- e
feet on the oaken floor overhead. ornamented with rowel spurs. He
Caton's chance remark about the great stood leaning carelessly against the
ball to be given that evening by offi- mantel, talking with some one Just
cers of the headquarters staff recur- beyond the range of my vision.
At that moment the muslo ceased
red to my memory.
"That dancing up there will help us, suddenly, and afraid to proceed until
Jed," I said quickly, my mind now It should strike up again, I braced
active to grasp every detail. "You myself securely on a projecting stone
say there Is a chance for escape from and bent my head over the orifice unyour cell? Then give me your hand, til I could catch a portion of the con
and help me to crawl through that versation being carried on by my unCross Drug Co.
conscious neighbors; .
hole."
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Miss Helen Kelly left this afterTwenty ' per cent off everything at
Graaf's Dry Goods Store tomorrow noon for Trinidad for a visit of sev
eral days with her brotheV, Dan
evening.
Kelly, who' is with the Gross Kelly
Tonight the boys' department oi company's branch house in that city.
of
Always get the beet at Nolette'i the Y. M. C. A. will be guests
an
at
Fltzsimmons,
George
Secretary
barber shop.
Miss Cornelia Murray, after being
all around good time. After a etrenu- and
confined
to her home by Illness for
swim
a
of
uos
games
evening
Isn't that draft beer fine at the
will be treated several days, is again able to be at
the
other
boys
sports
Bar?
Opera
She Is
to a real good "feed." Tomorrow her post at the Normal.
teacher
critic
the
and
of
the
will
seventh
take
boys
Mr.
Fitaaimmons
Hot lunch every morning at 10
on a tramp into the canyons north eighth grades.
o'clock at the Opera Bar.
of Las Vegas where they will spend
cent
off
Twenty per
everything at the day.
Two fine specimens of New Mexico
Graafs Dry Goods Store tomorrow
Most of the popular magazines are garden products are to be seen in ths
evening.
of the Investment
and
arriving now from a week to ten days window
said by Agency corporation at the corner ol
is
This
than
later
formerly.
dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Try
to the Sixth Street qk$ Douglas aveni.
at the Open Bar. Served from bar- the news dealers to be due
are
The (Hubbard squash weighs 11
shipping
that
the
fact
publishers
rels on the bar.
.
M
the periodicals by freight instead of pounds and the mammoth is 40
and charg- inches in diameter and weighs 18
Wanted Cook's helper, wages ,$30, by malL Postal regulations
said to ipouiyda.
are
Both of these fine vegees
magazines
regarding
and dishwasher at $20 mont Phone
course
necessary.
table were raised by Rev. C McReyn-old- s
this
made
have
or write. Dr. W. T. Brown, Valmora
in his garden on Third street
Postmaster General Hitchcock has al
Sanatorium, WatrouB, N. M. '
ways maintained the postal depart
too cheaply.
M
The Investment and Agency Corpo- ment carried magazines
by assertIn the races at Wagon Mound yesThe
responded
periodicals
new
handsome
ration has received a
were
subjected terday Lorenzo Delgado's brown mare
that
being
they
forty-eigstar flag that will be us- ing
ed in Its decorations during the re- to persecution because of their posi- won the big event of the day, The
mare was carrying a rider weighing
tion on certain national Issues.
publican convention on September 28.
116 pounds while some of the other
The sewer gang Is busy trying to fast horses in the race were burdenThe Modern Woodmen of America
most ed only to the extent of 61 pounds.
will hold their regular meeting to- get a ditch through one of the
encountered The Delgado horse took the lead
difficult
has
it
places
the
Brotherhood
Fraternal
night in
The from the start and was never caught.
hall on Fountain Square. A large at- since beginning work last spring.
between
in
Douglas
the
line
Tito Melendez's fast horse was one
alley
tendance of the members is expected.
and Main avenues in the section be- of those beaten. Mr. Delgado and
is being Secundlno Romero, who were in WagBorn To Mr. and Mrs. G. L. ginning with Eighth street
laid In almost solid rock. It is neces- on Mound to witness the race, rewho
a
this
Swearagln,
morning,
girl
to cut through a section of the turned home last night
tips the scale at eight pounds. Moth sary
at
the summit of which the Norhill
er and girl are doing nicely. The fath
mal
University stands. Where Main
er says he wants to lay off a trip or
turns into National avenue is
street
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
two from his run as a Santa Fe
a section of Las Vegas "natural pavbegan a three game series
ing" where this hill has been cut with the Albuquerque Grays. The
was down. This shows the kind of ma- Honorable Dan Fadilla seems to nave
Marcelino Morrison, who
which1 the sewer gang is a hunch
that he can beat this club
charged by Rev. Tomas Atenclo of terial In
'
working.
and has published the fact, that it is
a
for
assault with words, has asked
the Las Vegas Maroons. He can rest
longer time in which to raise a peace
Bringing with him two men who assured Hhat if it were the Maroons,
bond and Judge Murray has granted
it. He must have It by Wednesday oi are wanted on criminal charges Dep- be and his crew would not have a
next week) or the matter again will uty Sheriff Enrique Sena returned ghost of a shobv. Several of the ex- last night from a trip to the country Maroons are on the team but a numbe in the hands of the court.
south of Las Vegas. At El Pueblo, a ber of the Btars are missing. Wilson,
Charles Wolfe, the man who was settlement about twelve miles south the stellar centeral gardener, is not
Vewith the bunch, and Carl Ellis, the
taken into custody
several weeks of Rlbera, Mr. Sena arrested Luis
a
whom
charge of fastest outfielder in the state, is in
ago, was given a hearing this after- lasquez, against
noon before Judge Clarence J. Prob- murder may be filed. It is said that school. "Polly" Barr has gone to
ers. The man's sanity was question- Velasquez, some time last February, Raton, where he ts working with
re- the Santa Fe railroad, and Tommy
ed.
Wolfe waa committeji to the shot his wife in the knee with , a
and
resulted
volver.
Blood
Lochard is not with the team- - Pa- poisoning
acstate hospital for the Insane. His
woman
time
a
short
the
died
ago.
dilla is playing on a hunch that ha
tions before his detention were such
are
case
details
the
of
of
Few
can win and will crow forever that
the
as to indicate that is badly deranged.
known here. They probably will be he beat the Maroons, if ha beats the
out in Velasquez's prelimin Beeliners.
The Meadow City boys
It is the confident tellef of Dr. Dea brought
asserts
the took five straight from his team and
ary
Velasquez
hearing.
Marals that he can beat the record
was accidental. At La Cues- - now he thinks if he can beat the
of R. J.' Taupert for automobile time shooting
ta Deputy Sena arrested Crescendo Beeliners be can claim a victory over
VeLas
and
Mound
between Wagon
The Maroons disUrioste, who is accused of discharg the Maroons.
gas. In his Velle machine yesterday
a
banded
settlement.
arm
last
within
a
fire
Sunday with a record
Dr. Des Marais, accompanied by throe ing
Dan Padilla's Grays couldn't attain
of the men offered any
Neither
other men, drove from Wagon Mound
in a thousand years. He has loaded
to arrest.
to the Biehl garage in one hour and
up for the series, but even at that
fifty-tw- o
minutes. The doctor had to
to beat
he will have to travel
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
stop to open and close several gates
Bert
crew.
Wicks'
Graham,
with
connection
Binger
all
severed
have
I
He also got caught In some wires and
a Southern leaguer, has been added
and
the
Ranch
the
Placlta
company
it required several minutes to dis- Ten Lakes Land company.
to the lineup of the Grays. Weeks
engage the car. He says he could
and Barngrover will do the twirling
L. J. HAND
have made the trip much quicker
for the Dukp City team. A large
with the same number of passenger
crowd is expected at all the games
at
cent
oft
everything
Twenty per
as Mr. Taupert carried.
Graafs Dry Goods Store tomorrow and the Beeliners expect to make a
good thing out of the games, win or
evening.
lose. Wonder what Dan will say if
Twenty per cent off everything at
tomorrow
they beat him? He says he played
Graafs Dry Goods Store
in hard luck here. He ought to have
evening.
some during the next three days.

LOCAL NEWS

On Account of the Jewish New

Year Our Store Will Be
Closed t Tomorrow

We will

re-op-

at 6 p. m. and close at 10 p. m.

en

IKE DAVIS
Screened and Lump

Rmton

Cerrtlh

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

J

F i mIMmtm

Jm

Steam Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

C O N O O FJ

Mml--al

ESTABLISHED 1870

Tine

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

v

:

i

Our Pride Flour
Chop

On account of a Jewish

Holiday my store will be
closed all day tomorrow

Housecleaning

STOP

Shorts

drinking inferior coffee, All
sorts of disorders to the system
arise from the use of them.
Try our '

!

'

and all kinds of Grain, riSy5

and Alfalfa at

"

White Houso

Roller MillT

and be convinced of its delici-

Phone Main 131
--

If

ous flavor, wholesomeness and
absolute purity.

Can be made ' easy
by, sending us your
Wool Blankets, Lace
Curtains, Rugs, etc.
It will save yoty a lot
of bother to: have
"them taken away and
brought back ready
for use- And the
charges are very
small.
Phone Main 81 or
give them to our
-

There will be

until 6 p. m,
Remember we arc open in the ereaiog

M. GREENBERGER
r

fc

S3B

rr

PURE

PEARS
FREE STONE PEACHES
CLINGSTONE PEACHES
CONCORD GRAPES
TOKAY GRAPES
MISSION GRAPES

THINGS

TO

EAT

"

can put you onto
the right way to sell goods,

or Vegetables ol any kind

The Graaf

go to

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
Let us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a
proposition that will look
good to you.

Las Vegas Light

& Hay ward Co.

Store

We Have Always the Best of Everything Eatable

&

Power Co.

We Will Save You

Money on that Stove

pffrfa
--

We have the exclusive agency for
Las Vegas on the

i

-'

Fireside Hot Blast Heater
The best soft coal stove made

:

big assortment of second hand
stoves at low prices.
A

f

V
124.

THE

Don't let cold weather catch you nap
ping.

1
.

.

3. C. J0IINSEN & SON
"Complete House Furnishers"

PEOPLES ANNUAL HOLIDAY

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

New Mexico StaJeTair Albuquerque

Oct

9-1-

1911.

4,

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director
.

.

$1000 "Bull" Durham

Won't the Wife
Be Pleased

Stake for ana Pacers

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Exciting Horse Races

Base Ball Every Day
if you bring home a loai

Fun by the Ton
Feature Upon Feature
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.
John B. McManus,
Isaac; Barth, Pres.
Secy-Mng- r,

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

Our Peony Roots
-

We

by

"Sanitary Bread"
"It's baked in a Sanitary

Hams For SeJe

Oven in a Sanitary Way

GREEN TOMATOES
RIPE TOMATOES

IV

'Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

BARTLETT

,

!.-

but

of

P

-

:

JLL

driver.

You TJeed

.;?.
J

:

Ill

J. H. STEARNS

.

.

at hot Time

In the Whole x'own
Convention Day, Sept. 28.
Don't you want that
Insurance now?
SUTLER BROTHERS
.614 Lincoln Ave, Tel. Main

September 23,

Saturday

Your Fall

Bran

Las Vegas

t

I

C OAL A N D 17 OOD
Anthracite Coal, all sizes

ANNOUNCEMENT

have been grown one year in this climate and are fully acclimated
and ready to go right ahead and grow. Remember strong one yearK
old roots undivided. 50 cents each. 6 varieties; in red, whiteand,
pink.

(& Son
Onion
Perry
462
Phone
ui
507 Sixth Street
Ma.ii

White, Whole Wheat

350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams

.

These rams are specially bred for range purposes and by one
ofthe best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
our ranch since the ls of July. They are in fine shape for service
this fall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,

Rye, Cream

.Fresh Every Day
at

J. P. Van Houten

Co.
Shoemakar,

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)
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